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We describe a new data sample of IceCube DeepCore and report on the latest measurement of atmospheric
neutrino oscillations obtained with data recorded between 2011–2019. The sample includes significant
improvements in data calibration, detector simulation, and data processing, and the analysis benefits from a
sophisticated treatment of systematic uncertainties, with significantly greater level of detail since our last
study. By measuring the relative fluxes of neutrino flavors as a function of their reconstructed energies and
arrival directions we constrain the atmospheric neutrino mixing parameters to be sin2 θ23 ¼ 0.51� 0.05
and Δm2

32 ¼ 2.41� 0.07 × 10−3 eV2, assuming a normal mass ordering. The errors include both statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The resulting 40% reduction in the error of both parameters with respect to our
previous result makes this the most precise measurement of oscillation parameters using atmospheric
neutrinos. Our results are also compatible and complementary to those obtained using neutrino beams from
accelerators,which are obtained at lower neutrino energies and are subject to different sources of uncertainties.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.108.012014

I. INTRODUCTION

The fact that neutrinos are massive particles has been
demonstrated by a wide array of experiments in the last
few decades [1–6]. The evidence to support this comes
exclusively from measurements of flavor transformations,
explained by the formalism of neutrino mixing. In that
formalism, neutrinos are produced and observed as flavor
eigenstates, but they propagate as mass eigenstates. These
states are related by the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–
Sakata (PMNS) matrix [7,8], a unitary 3 × 3 matrix that,
for flavor transition purposes, is entirely defined by 3
angles θij (i; j ∈ ½1; 2; 3�) and a complex phase δ as
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−s12 c12 0
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1
CA; ð1Þ

where s and c stand for sine and cosine functions and the
subscripts denote each of the three angles θij.
While the PMNS matrix summarizes the mixing of the

states, the mass eigenstates interfere during propagation, so
flavor transformations can depend periodically on the
square of mass differences Δm2, resulting in the phenome-
non of neutrino oscillations. To first order, atmospheric
neutrino oscillations are well approximated by the simple
case of transitions from μ to τ flavor, for which the
probability takes the form

Pμ→τ ≃ sin2ð2θÞ sin2
�
Δm2

L
4E

�
; ð2Þ

where L denotes the travel distance between source and
detection and E stands for the neutrino energy.
The theory of neutrino oscillations explains the possible

phenomena produced by mixing of these states, but does
not predict the values of either the neutrino masses, their
differences, or the value of the elements of the PMNS
matrix. These values must therefore be determined by
experiment.
According to global analyses of all available data, all but

the imaginary phase are now known with a precision better
than 5% [9–11]. Unlike the case for the Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix in the quark sector,
where an analogous mixing occurs [12,13], the PMNS
matrix introduces a very large mixing between neutrino
states, close to maximal for one of them. Precisely
measuring its elements thus remains one of the most
important goals in neutrino physics. Significant reduction
in the errors will provide constraints to theories explaining
the matrix structure, and more generally the structure of the
fermions in the Standard Model (see [14] and references
therein), and will make it possible to better constrain
the origins of anomalies observed in some oscillation
experiments [15–18].
In this work we present a new data sample of atmos-

pheric neutrinos collected by the DeepCore subarray of the
IceCube Neutrino Observatory. Atmospheric neutrinos are
naturally produced by cosmic rays, arrive at the detector
from all directions, and their energy spectrum ranges from
MeV to hundreds of TeV, making them ideal probes of an
effect that changes as a function of L=E. The dominant
component of the flux are muon neutrinos and antineu-
trinos, which are subject to a strong periodic modulation

due to oscillations below energies of ∼100 GeV, which
affects the survival probability of νμ as function of energy
and incoming direction, shown in Fig. 1. Thanks to the
large difference in magnitude between the two independent
square mass differences, atmospheric neutrino oscillations
are, to a good approximation, defined by the value of the
mixing angle θ23 and the mass splitting Δm2

32, as shown in
Eq. (2). The measurement of these two parameters are the
main result shown here, where we follow a prescription that
accounts for the full PMNS matrix and therefore three-
flavor oscillations including for matter effects.
The new sample introduces numerous improvements

over previous DeepCore results [24–26]. We use an
updated response of the optical modules calibrated indi-
vidually using in-situ data [27], a more accurate description
of the glacial ice in which the detector is located, improved
reconstructions [28], an event selection with higher back-
ground rejection efficiency, new methods for estimating the
impact of systematic uncertainties associated with the
detector response and more detailed descriptions of theo-
retical uncertainties on neutrino fluxes and cross sections.
In addition, the new sample includes 8 years of data
collected from 2011-2019, which more than doubles the
livetime used in previously published analyses [25,26].
The new DeepCore event selection aims to serve future

analyses within IceCube in the few GeV–1 TeV range. Its
goal is to reduce the dominant background, atmospheric
muons, to a point where they are observed at roughly the
same rate as neutrinos. At this point, specific analyses can
devise targeted strategies for background rejection and
reconstructions that enhance their signal. In this paper we
report the common DeepCore event selection, and also
present the first results obtained with the sub-sample of
highest-quality events that can be reconstructed with simple

FIG. 1. Muon neutrino survival probability as function of
energy and cosðθzenithÞ, the latter of which is a proxy for the
distance traveled, L. The oscillation probability is calculated
within a three-neutrino framework where oscillation parameters
used here are taken from a recent global fit of experimental
data assuming the normal mass ordering [19]. We also account
the Earth’s matter profile [20], which impacts the oscillations
[21–23] most prominently at the core-mantle boundary as seen
below 15 GeV at cos θz ≈ −0.8.
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methods, using it to measure the atmospheric oscillation
parameters sin2 θ23 and Δm2

32.
In Sec. II we begin with a description of the IceCube

DeepCore detector, with a focus on calibration improve-
ments. The new common DeepCore event selection is
outlined in Sec. III, followed by the introduction of the
“golden event sample” in Sec. IV. The details of how the
data are analyzed are discussed in Sec. V. An in-depth
discussion of the systematic uncertainties that affect this
measurement is given in Sec. VI, highlighting our treatment
of detector-related effects as well as a new method to assess
uncertainties on the neutrino flux, which we effectively fit
as part of our results. Sections VII and VIII present the
results obtained and explore their relevance and future
improvements, respectively.

II. THE ICECUBE DEEPCORE DETECTOR

The IceCube Neutrino Observatory [29] is an ice
Cherenkov telescope located at the geographic South
Pole. It consists of 5,160 Digital Optical Modules
(DOMs) deployed in 86 boreholes that were drilled with
a high-pressure hot water drill [30]. In each borehole
DOMs are connected to a central cable, referred to as a
string, and cover depths between 1.45 km and 2.45 km. The
instrumented volume of glacial ice contained within all 86
strings is approximately 1 km3.
The glacial ice serves as a detection medium for high-

energy neutrino interactions, which produce a shower of
relativistic particles. As they travel through the ice, the
electrically charged particles in the shower can emit
Cherenkov photons, which will propagate through the
ice until they are either absorbed or detected by a DOM.

A. Detector layout

The DOMs are arranged on a nearly-hexagonal array, as
shown in the top of Fig. 2, with a spacing of 125 m
horizontally and 17 m vertically, throughout most of the
detector. This configuration is optimized to detect astro-
physical neutrinos with energies above ∼100 GeV. The
bottom-center part of the array, referred to as DeepCore
[31], has a reduced horizontal spacing of 42-72 m and a
vertical spacing of 7 m.
Each DOM consists of one 10-inch Hamamatsu R7081-

02 photomultiplier tube (PMT) [32] enclosed within a
glass, pressure sphere. The photocathode occupies the
bottom half of each sphere and is coupled to the glass
with an optical gel that improves photon acceptance and
provides mechanical support during transport and deploy-
ment. The top half of each sphere contains calibration
devices and electronics for module control and communi-
cation [33].
Most of the DeepCore DOMs are equipped with high

quantum efficiency (HQE) PMTs and reside in the clearest
ice between 2.1 km and 2.45 km below the surface.

The increased DOM density, DOM sensitivity, and optical
transparency of the ice allow the DeepCore subarray to
trigger on neutrino interactions down to a few GeV. This
enables IceCube to perform measurements of atmospheric
neutrino oscillations that occur in the 10–50 GeV region as
described in Sec. V.
The full 86-string detector configuration has been

operating since 2011. Previous analyses of DeepCore data
have included only the first three years of data. Here we
analyze data collected from 2011 through 2019, more than
doubling the livetime. Due to the increased statistical
precision of the sample, care has been taken to improve
the detector calibration and ensure proper assessment of
relevant systematic uncertainties in the extraction of oscil-
lation parameters from these data.

B. Data acquisition

DOMs record data when the PMT signal voltage passes
a threshold equivalent to 0.25 photoelectrons (PEs) [34].

FIG. 2. Top and side projections of IceCube. DeepCore DOMs
are depicted with red circles while IceCube DOMs are shown as
green circles. String 36 is depicted as a black circle in the top
projection for reference. The green region represents the Deep-
Core analysis region. The absorption length for Cherenkov light
vs. depth is shown at the bottom left of the figure. An example
corridor created by the hexagonal geometry is illustrated with a
purple arrow (see Sec. III D).
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At that point they can contribute toward the various triggers
in operation. These triggers are based on temporal and/or
spatial coincidences that could arise from the Cherenkov
photons emitted by a charged particle in the detector. Most
triggers rely on the concept of hard local coincidence
(HLC), a flag given to a DOMwhen it registers light within
1 μs of its neighbor or next-to-nearest neighbor on the same
string [34].
If a trigger is formed, the PMT signals are processed by a

group of two types of analog to digital converters (ADCs),
operating at a sampling rate of either 300 megasamples per
second (MSPS) for DOMs in HLC condition or 40 MSPS
for the rest. The digitized signals are transferred to the
surface computers in the IceCube laboratory for feature
extraction. The signals are unfolded into pulses by fitting
the known response of the PMTs to single photons with a
free amplitude at time intervals of 0.833 ns for the high-
resolution waveforms and 6.25 ns for the low-resolution
ones. Waveform bins with ADC values smaller than 2 are
treated as noise. From this point on, the data are represented
by a set of pulses over time, referred to as a pulse series,
unless otherwise noted.
The detector operates continuously, collecting data in

runs that last up to 8-hours, during which the configuration
does not change. Calibration procedures and diagnostics
are performed for every run, and the results are monitored
by an automated system and vetted by hand. This infor-
mation is used while selecting data for specific studies to
decide if runs should be included. After excluding bad runs
between 2011-2019, this analysis is left with approximately
7.5 years of livetime.

C. Detector calibration

Several improvements have been made in the calibration
of individual DOM responses and characterization of ice
properties in recent years. Here we review the changes that
most significantly impact the processing and interpretation
of low-energy data.

1. Single-photon DOM response calibration

As the operating conditions of DOMs deployed in the
deep ice are very stable, it is sufficient to only recalibrate
IceCube DOMs once per year. The application of new
calibrations to the data often coincides with a new software
release, and marks the beginning of a new season of data
taking.
The per-DOM recalibration primarily establishes the

operating voltage for each PMT. It is chosen, such that
the Gaussian mean of the single-photoelectron (SPE)
charge distribution, which we use to define 1 PE, corre-
sponds to a gain of 107. This gain calibration is performed
on the DOMs directly, using waveform integration for
charge determination instead of pulse unfolding. The SPE
charge distributions observed in analysis-level data, after
pulse unfolding, feature Gaussian means of ∼1.04 PE on

average instead of the simulated 1 PE. At TeV energies
the discrepancy manifests as an energy-scale uncertainty,
while at GeV energies it introduces shape discrepancies in
the mean observed charge per triggered DOM as shown in
Fig. 3. To retroactively correct for this effect, all exper-
imental data have been reprocessed such that the SPE
Gaussian mean in data and simulation both peak at 1.0 as
intended.
In addition to the position of the Gaussian mean,

matching the overall shape of the SPE charge distribution
between data and MC is important to achieve a good
description of detector observables in low-energy datasets,
where the majority of DOMs in an event record single
photon hits. Prior to 2020, the SPE charge distributions
employed in simulation were derived from lab measure-
ments of bare PMTs that did not use the DOM hardware for
data-aquisition. A recent study [27] updated the SPE charge
distributions used in simulation for the analysis presented
here based on per-DOM, in-situ data.

2. In-situ calibration of optical detection efficiency

The IceCube detector does not have a calibrated light
source to measure the absolute optical detection efficiency
of the DOMs. Instead, we use minimum ionizing muons
from cosmic-ray showers as a controlled, constant source
of light. We then simulate muon data sets modifying
the response of the DOMs to Cherenkov light, and by

FIG. 3. Distribution of the average charge observed over all
triggered DOMs for events at Level 5 of the selection (see
Sec. III), compared to expectation from simulation of neutrinos,
muons and detector noise. Data are shown for the same time
period in 2014, before (Pass 1) and after the SPE calibration
described in the text (Pass 2).
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comparing this to data we can calibrate the absolute optical
detection efficiency.
The events used are required to have passed the mini-

mum bias trigger [29] and have 8 HLC hits. By demanding
that the muon reconstruction favors a muon that stops
emitting Cherenkov light and decays at least 100 m above
the bottom of the detector we preferentially select muons
in the minimum ionizing regime, which occurs at Eμ ≲
700 GeV in water [35]. Only DOMs in the inner strings of
IceCube are considered in the study, and they are selected
only if the muon track they detect travels below them so
that they are illuminated from the side or from below.
Events with more than 20 DOMs outside the analysis
region are rejected, as they correlate with a higher muon
energy.
The study is done by comparing the average charge

observed in data and simulation sets where the overall
optical efficiency is varied, as a function of distance from
the muon track reconstruction. The charge is computed
using pulses with an arrival time t < t0 þ 1 μs, where t0 is
the expected arrival time of the light, assuming no scatter-
ing. The final calibration is obtained from the average
charge ratio at distances between 60 m and 160 m. Multiple
iterations of this study found optical efficiency values that
varied by a few percent [36,37], all of them within 10% of
both simulations and laboratory measurements done on
bare PMTs. A 10% uncertainty was therefore adopted as a
conservative estimate of our knowledge of the optical
efficiency of the DOMs for this study.

3. Ice properties

As photons travel through the ice they are subject to
various scattering and absorption processes that determine
the arrival time distribution and intensity observed by
each DOM. These processes must be properly modeled
for accurate simulation and reconstruction of data. This
includes modeling both the bulk ice properties of undis-
turbed glacier and the properties of the refrozen borehole
column of ice where the DOMs are located.
As described in [38], the most important properties

governing optical photon transport in the bulk ice are
the average distance a photon travels until absorption, i.e.
absorption length; the average distance between successive
scatters, i.e. geometric scattering length; and the scattering
angle distribution. Moreover, absorption and scattering
lengths vary as a function of depth, reflecting the atmos-
pheric conditions over the last ∼100 ky as the glacier
slowly formed from compacted snow, as well as the
underlying bedrock topology which introduces an undu-
lation to layers of ice formed in the same year. Since 2013
IceCube has also established an optical anisotropic attenu-
ation related to the glacial flow direction [39], which has
since been confirmed through independent measurements
[40], and is believed to arise from the birefringent poly-
crystalline microstructure of the ice [41]. This manifests

itself predominantly as an azimuthal anisotropy, where
photons appear to propagate more efficiently along the flow
direction than orthogonal to it, and is parametrized in the
simulation for this analysis by a direction-dependent
scaling of the effective scattering length [39].
Calibration of all bulk ice properties is performed in situ

using a pulsed light-emitting diode (LED) calibration
system. Each DOM is equipped with 12 LEDs located
in the upper part of the sphere that emit photons with a
wavelength of approximately 405 nm.1 The LEDs are
arranged in pairs spaced 60° apart in azimuth. In each
pair, one LED points horizontally outward into the ice
while the other points out at an elevation angle of 48°. The
LEDs can be configured to pulse with a duration between
6–70 ns and reach intensities of up to 1.2 × 1010 photons
per pulse [29].
During dedicated calibration runs, LEDs from each

DOM are pulsed and the arrival times of photons received
in all other DOMs are recorded, creating a light curve for
each emitter-receiver pair of DOMs. The optical properties
of the ice are then determined by iteratively simulating
photon transport [42] for different realizations of the ice
model parameters, and comparing the resulting light curves
to calibration data through a log-likelihood (LLH) mini-
mization described in [38].
The bulk ice is finally described by a set of effective

scattering and absorption coefficients that can change as a
function of depth, and two parameters that govern the
bedrock-induced undulation of the ice layers and the
strength of the anisotropy in light attenuation. The absorp-
tion coefficient as a function of depth is shown in Fig. 2.
The uncertainties in the estimation of these parameters arise
from the LED emission time and angular profile, scattering
angle function, DOM optical efficiency, DOM angular
acceptance, and from differences between fits using only-
horizontal versus only-inclined LEDs. These sources of
error are introduced as nuisance parameters in our calibra-
tion, and are individually varied within their uncertainties
while the ice model is refit to LED data. In this way, we
obtain a correction to the effective scattering and absorption
coefficients averaged over all depths.
Since computing ice models with perturbations on their

optical properties is very time consuming, we can only
produce a limited number of ice realizations, which so far
suggest uncertainties of the order of 5% in both coeffi-
cients. In this study, we use these corrections to estimate the
total uncertainty on the scattering and absorption variations
to be within 10% from the best fit obtained (see Sec. VI).
The refrozen boreholes have optical properties different

from the bulk ice. This alteration is believed to be due to
the introduction of air bubbles and impurities during ice

1A subset of 16 DOMs contain LEDs with wavelengths of 505,
450, 370, and 340 nm that are used to calibrate the wavelength
dependence of ice properties [29].
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drilling and deployment, causing increased optical scatter-
ing. Whether a nearby photon hits the PMT cathode in a
DOM depends on these optical properties and the geometry
of the module itself. For example, a down-going photon is
not very likely to be detectable because it will not hit the
PMT face unless it is strongly scattered. An up-going
photon is more likely to hit the PMT face, but depending on
the refrozen borehole ice properties may be scattered away.
Several models [43] have been proposed to account for

such effects by expressing how the likelihood of a photon
being accepted is related to the direction in which it arrives,
effectively modifying the DOM angular acceptance. The
models were calibrated using a variety of methods such as
the analysis of in-situ camera images of IceCube boreholes
during the re-freezing process, dim LED data for self-
illumination by DOMs and bright LED data as used for the
bulk ice calibration. A collection of all available calibration
curves, together with the angular acceptance measured in
the laboratory prior to deployment (i.e. without refrozen
ice), are shown in Fig. 4. These acceptance curves are
normalized to the same total area to decorrelate these
effects from the overall optical module efficiency. The
model variation is largest for normal incidence angles
(cos η ¼ 1) where the calibration devices have reduced
sensitivity.
A parametric model was built to approximate these

calibration curves shown in Fig. 4 via a principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) [44]. The first two principal compo-
nents, p0 and p1, are able to describe all curves with an
accuracy better than 5%. The acceptance variation resulting
from the changes in the values of these two parameters is
visualized in the right-hand side of Fig. 4. The range of
values p0 and p1 that cover most established models are
−0.6< p0 <þ0.6 and −0.1< p1 <þ0.1, while analyses

typically allow fits to explore significantly larger regions to
be conservative due to the lack of calibration data. The
analysis presented herein allows these parameters to span
−2< p0 <þ1 and −0.2< p1 <þ0.2.

D. Simulation

The IceCube collaboration relies heavily on Monte Carlo
simulation (MC) to interpret its data. These tools can be
divided into those involved in the simulation of interactions
of the primary cosmic-ray air-showers and the resulting
neutrinos, the propagation of charged particles and pho-
tons, and the detector’s response. We use well established
event generators for simulating cosmic ray showers and
neutrino interactions, while the propagation and detection
are IceCube specific. Further details of the simulation
software chain can be found in [26]. Here we review only
the main aspects while highlighting significant changes and
improvements to the software since our last published
neutrino oscillation measurement with 3 years of data [26].

1. Event generation

Neutrino interactions of all flavors are simulated using
GENIE version 2.12.8 [45]. Neutrino interactions are gen-
erated with true energies that follow a power-law spectrum,
with an isotropic distribution around the detector. Neutrinos
are forced to interact in a volume that surrounds and
includes DeepCore, which is large enough to include events
where the interaction takes place outside the instrumented
volume but a particle could still leave pulses in the DOMs.
The events are afterwards weighted to match an atmos-
pheric neutrino flux. For this study our baseline is the
model proposed by Honda et al. [46], computed for
the South Pole geomagnetic and atmospheric conditions.

FIG. 4. Relative optical efficiency of IceCube DOMs as a function of the photon incident angle η (cos η ¼ 1 means facing the PMT).
(Left) Efficiency as measured in the lab before deployment (dashed line) and various calibration curves (solid gray lines) are shown.
(Right) Two-parameter model used in this analysis with its baseline curve and example variations of the two parameters, p0 and p1

within their allowed range (N.B. parameters in this figure are varied one at a time for visualization, while in the analysis both are varied
simultaneously). See main text for details of the model. The wide allowed range at cos η ¼ 1 is due to the lack of controlled sources that
illuminate the DOM directly face-on. The best fit from the analysis discussed in Sec. V is shown as the bold, red line in both panels.
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The tables are interpolated to assign values to arbitrary
directions and energies, keeping the integral per bin of the
original flux.
Atmospheric muons are produced using both a full

simulation of cosmic-ray interactions in the atmosphere
and the subsequent particle shower using CORSIKA [47] and
parametrized tables that use output from the same code
but only describe the muons that reach the vicinity of the
detector, known as MuonGun (method based on [48]).
The baseline simulation used in this analysis follows
the composition and flux proposed by Gaisser et al. [49]
and the Sibyll2.1 interaction model [50]. The parametrized
method only fully simulates muons that would reach a
cylinder of 180 m radius and 400 m in length, centered in
DeepCore. The procedure was further optimized by biasing
the injection procedure as function of energy, zenith angle
and whether the muons enter the cylinder from the top or
the sides, based on an initial sample of simulated muons
that survived the early stages of the event selection
described later. This resulted in a factor two gain in the
efficiency of muon simulation, as measured by the increase
in events surviving to later stages of the event selection per
unit of computation time [51]. Despite these efforts, it is not
possible to simulate the number of atmospheric muons
expected in the full dataset, and we therefore implement
various strategies in the event selection to address this
challenge.
A dedicated simulated data set consisting exclusively of

pure-noise triggers, produced by thermal electron emission
of the photocathode and radioactive decays in the glass,
was also generated. This additional component was found
to be necessary to explain event triggers with a small
number of DOMs. These events predominantly arise from
random coincidences of radioactive decays in the modules’
glass. More information about noise events and their impact
in this study is given in Sec. III.

2. Particle and photon propagation

The treatment of charged particles in the IceCube
simulation is divided in two branches. Muons are dealt
with individually by PROPOSAL [52], which implements a
simplified model of the energy losses of charged particles.
In PROPOSAL the travel direction is kept fixed but the effects
of multiple Coulomb scattering are included in the calcu-
lation of energy losses and the Cherenkov emission profile.
Geant4 [53] is used to simulate tau leptons, hadrons
produced in all interactions, and electrons and photons
below 100 MeV. For electromagnetic showers above
100 MeV, and hadrons above 30 GeV, shower-to-shower
variations are small enough to use parametrizations based
on Geant4 simulations [54].
Once the Cherenkov emission of muons and cascades

has been calculated the photons are propagated through
the ice. In order to determine which of them arrive at a
DOM, and when they do so, each photon is propagated

individually using the clsim software package [55]. The
propagation takes into account the depth-dependent optical
properties of the ice as well as its anisotropy to determine
the photon’s path and stops once a photon is either
absorbed or when it arrives at the surface of a DOM.

3. DOM response simulation

The expected response of the detector is simulated once
photons have arrived to the surface of a DOM. Since the
detector has been in a stable configuration as of 2012, we
use a single snapshot of module calibration constants and
noise levels to produce simulation that is representative of
the eight years of data in this analysis.
The detection of light in the DOMs is simulated using

a wavelength dependent quantum efficiency, obtained in
laboratory measurements, of about 25% for regular PMTs
[56] and 35% for HQE PMTs [57] at 400 nm. The 1 PE
waveform for each PMT is used to simulate the digitized
signal, including pre-, late and after pulses, assuming the
DOM behaves linearly [56].
The intrinsic noise from the PMTand the radioactivity of

the glass is included in this step. The injected rate of
background photoelectrons, typically 500 Hz for IceCube
DOMs and 600 Hz for DeepCore DOMs, is obtained
individually for each sensor after it has been deployed and
left to stabilize [57]. The noise level for all modules has
remained within 2% of their average value throughout the
years used in this study.
Once the full waveform response is built for a DOM, a

discriminator threshold of 0.25 PEs is applied to decide
whether the DOM has recorded data. After this, the
simulation is passed to the same set of algorithms that
operate on the detector to decide if an event has passed any
of the triggers operating at the South Pole.

III. THE DEEPCORE COMMON DATA SAMPLE

Most of the events IceCube detects are atmospheric
muons, which are produced alongside neutrinos in cosmic-
ray air-showers. A secondary source of events, relevant for
low-energy analyses, are accidental coincidences between
DOMs, which are created by radioactive decays in the glass
or thermal emission of photoelectrons in the PMT. These
backgrounds trigger the detector at a rate 106 times higher
than neutrinos. An event selection has been developed to
reduce these backgrounds and retain a large sample of well-
reconstructed neutrinos. The resulting data sample is the
common starting point for several analyses, which employ
different reconstruction methods, particle identification
techniques and more in order to boost sensitivity to various
standard and nonstandard model physics models.
In this sample we only include runs that are at least

2-hours long, where all 86 strings of the detector are
active and that have at least 5,035 (≳97%) DOMs collect-
ing data. Runs with missing information are rejected from
the sample. After these data quality considerations, the
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event selection broadly follows the same procedure as
previous IceCube oscillation analyses [24–26]. The earliest
stages of the selection aim to reduce atmospheric muons
and events consisting of pure detector noise using low-level
detector observables and simple reconstructions. Later
stages of the selection include more sophisticated event
reconstructions and algorithms to further enhance the purity
of neutrinos in the final sample.
Most of the algorithms and variables used for the event

selection are defined in the appendices in [26] or in
previous publications. To avoid repetition, we only provide
a brief description here, followed by the relevant reference
and the section or appendix where they can be found.
One key difference of the selection outlined here with

respect to previous studies is that we avoid dependence on
the charge observed by the PMTs in the earliest stages of
the selection. During the recent calibration campaign [27] it
was noted that small variations in the single photoelectron
response could lead to large changes in passing rates in
older event selections. Since this selection was being
developed in parallel with that calibration effort, we
decided to decouple the event selection from these effects
so that the common sample would be more robust. The
observed charge in selection variables was substituted by
the number of DOMs with a signal above some threshold,
typically 0.1 PE. Note that, since the pulse unfolding has a
free amplitude, PE values below the discriminator threshold
of 0.25 PE are possible. Because most GeV-scale neutrino
interactions in DeepCore only produce SPEs, this change
does not result in a significant loss of useful information.
Later stages of the selection and reconstruction still make
use of the improved charge calibration, as these were
developed at a later time.

A. On-line trigger and filter (Levels 1 and 2)

The Level 1 trigger used by the DeepCore stream
requires 3 HLC hits within a 2.5 μs time window.
Triggered events are filtered at the IceCube Laboratory
at the South Pole (Level 2), and those passing the filter are
transmitted over satellite to our data repository. DeepCore
has a dedicated filter that seeks to discard potential muon
events from veto regions based on the speed that a
hypothetical particle would need to connect clusters of
light inside and outside DeepCore. The filter was updated
from [26] to first run a pulse-cleaning algorithm to reject
noise pulses and operate on the result. At Level 2 we have
an event rate of 15 Hz, and it is mainly dominated by
coincident noise, due to the loose trigger conditions, and
atmospheric muons.
The pulse series (defined in Sec. II B) of events that pass

the trigger and filter conditions are analyzed by an
algorithm that looks for DOMs with signals that could
be causally connected, starting from the DOMs that
satisfied the HLC conditions, to reject hits likely caused
by noise. This cleaned pulse series is used in event

selection algorithms and in the reconstruction of the event
properties [28].

B. Basic background reduction (Level 3)

The simulation of muons and pure-noise events is
challenging and known to have its limitations within our
software, coming from imperfect simulation of e.g. muon
bundles or muons from multiple atmospheric showers in
the same readout window. The goal of the next level of
selection, Level 3 (L3), is therefore to use simple variables
that are easy to compute to remove regions of the parameter
space that are expected to be dominated by muons and
pure-noise events.
The L3 algorithm was updated from [26] to include four

new variables. Two of them use the time difference between
the first and last pulse observed in the raw and cleaned
pulse series. A third one counts the number of hits found in
the veto region by an algorithm that searches for hit clusters
based on whether their arrival time can be causally
connected to a cluster of HLC pulses. The last variable
slides a 300 ns time window over a cleaned pulse series,
saving the maximum number of DOMs found. Figure 5
shows an example of the behavior of an L3 variable, where
the neutrino region has reasonable agreement and the
muon-dominated region cannot be modeled correctly due
to coincident events missing in the simulation. After L3 the
event rate is about 0.5 events per second, still dominated by
muons and noise triggers, with a neutrino:noise:muon ratio
of 1∶7∶100.

FIG. 5. Distribution of the time difference between the last and
first pulse observed in an event, after the pulse series has been
cleaned. This variable is used at L3 to reject events that contain
more than one muon in a single readout window, coming from
multiple air showers. The simulation does not contain these
events, and therefore only describes the data up to values of 4 μs.
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C. Multivariate background rejection (Level 4)

Two classifiers are trained and applied at Level 4 (L4) to
target noise events and atmospheric muons individually.
We use the LightGBM package [58] which features
gradient boosting to train ensembles of boosted decision
trees (BDTs). Input data were split between train and test
samples to verify the output and avoid overtraining. Each
classifier was trained with a balanced set, using the same
weighted number of signal and background events. Over 40
variables were tested as input, keeping those that showed
good agreement between data and simulation as well as
high classification power.
The L4 noise classifier uses five input variables with

similar feature importance. They are the number of DOMs
with pulses after noise cleaning, the maximum number of
DOMs observed in a sliding 200 ns time window, particle
speed fitted by the LineFit algorithm [59], a measure of the
geometrical spread of the pulses about the first HLC
position (C.4 in [26]), and the ratio of the event duration
between the cleaned and raw pulse series. The expected rate
of events as a function of the L4 noise classifier score is
given in Fig. 6, where larger scores indicate a higher
probability that the event is produced by a neutrino
interaction. We cut events with probability Pν < 0.85,
reducing the pure noise events by a factor 100 while
keeping about 96% of the neutrino sample.
After removing the noise, the data are expected to be

99% atmospheric muons, so the L4 muon classifier was
trained on real detector data, while simultaneously verify-
ing its performance in simulation. This alleviates the
concern of having simulation that lacks some type of
muon background, such as the coincident events in
Fig. 5, and since at this stage neutrinos make up less than

1% of the data, the contamination in the training sample is
minimal. We use data from 2014, selecting runs throughout
the year to sample the expected seasonal variations in muon
rates due to changes in temperature and atmospheric
conditions. The signal training sample came from our
nominal GENIE simulation, including events from all
flavors between 1 GeV and 10 TeV, weighted to our
nominal atmospheric flux, including oscillations.
A total of 10 input variables were chosen for the L4

muon classifier. Four of these were used in L3, namely the
number of pulses in a noise-cleaned series, in the veto
region, above 200 m and those found by the veto algorithm.
Another five had been used in previous analyses; they are
the veto identified causal hits (A.3 in [26]), radial position
of the first HLC hit (A.1 in [26]) and three properties of the
positions of cleaned pulses (A.4 in [26]): the center of
gravity in z (CoG-z), spread of pulses in z (σz) and the total
vertical span of the pulses (z-travel). Additionally, the time
to reach 75% of the total event charge in the cleaned pulse
series was also included.
The event rate as a function of L4 muon classifier

score for data and the different components of the simu-
lation are shown in Fig. 7. Larger scores correspond to a
higher probability that event originates from a neutrino
interaction. Again we note that the simulated atmospheric μ
component was not used in the training, and is only used to
check agreement with the μ-dominated data sample. This
method achieves excellent agreement between data and
simulation for most score values, with only a small region
with disagreement toward zero. We keep events with

FIG. 6. Distribution of the Level 4 noise classifier score, where
larger values close to 1 indicate neutrinolike events and lower
values reflect noiselike events.

FIG. 7. Distribution of the Level 4 muon classifier score for
events passing the cut on the L4 noise classifier score. Larger
values close to 1 indicate neutrinolike events and lower values
reflect muonlike events. The classifier was trained on detector
data, which is about 99% atmospheric muons at this level, to
avoid issues coming from limited statistics on the simulation.
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Pν > 0.90, removing 94% of muons and retaining 87% of
all neutrinos. After L4 the event rate is about 1 × 10−3

events per second, noise events have been significantly
suppressed, and muon and neutrinos have a closer ratio
neutrino:muon of about 1∶2.

D. Advanced muon veto techniques (Level 5)

The goal of Level 5 (L5) is to further suppress the muon
background and reach a sample dominated by neutrinos.
The muons that survived the previous cuts and remain at L5
did not leave a clear signature of entering the detector from
the veto region. However, thanks to the reduced event rate,
more computationally demanding algorithms can be used
at this point. These muons are identified by introducing

further cuts on the interaction position and by looking at
directions with lower instrumentation density.
Cuts on the interaction position require the events to be

within 150 m of the string at the center of the array (string
36), considering three different estimates of the vertex: the
string with most collected charge, the position of the First
HLC, and the vertex estimator used in L3. On the vertical
direction, the first HLC and the L3 vertex estimator are
required to be within z ¼ ½−490;−220� m.
The hexagonal configuration of IceCube in the horizon-

tal plane gives rise to corridors that lead to DeepCore
without passing close to IceCube DOMs, and muons
following these paths can evade simple veto techniques
(Figure 2 shows an example of a corridor). A computa-
tionally expensive algorithm targets these positions by
using a full pulse series to calculate the center of gravity
of an event and select the closest DeepCore string to it.
Using that string, it looks for any triggered DOMs located
along any of the previously identified corridors within a
cylinder of 250 m and a light arrival time from −100 ns to
1000 ns with respect to a hypothetical muon track. The
track is varied in zenith in steps of 0.02 radians. The track
hypothesis that results in the largest number of DOMs is
kept, and cuts are applied on the highest number of DOMs
found.
As part of this search we also compute a track

reconstruction using the SPEFit algorithm [60] with 11
iterations. This reconstructed track is compared to the
corridor muon hypothesis by calculating their dot product,
regardless of the number of DOMs found in the corridor.
The rejection power of both variables is shown in Fig. 8.
After L5 we have a neutrino event rate of 2 mHz, and

a rate of muons of close to 1 mHz, with a negligible
component of pure noise. The selection efficiency has little
dependency on neutrino flavor, as shown in Fig. 9, so
analyses looking for specific signatures can start from this
point and apply selection criteria tailored for a given study.

FIG. 8. Number of DOMs found in L5 corridors (top); cosine of
an angle between the brightest corridor and SPEFit11 direction
(bottom).

FIG. 9. Summary of the rates obtained after each level of
selection. Neutrinos are weighted to an atmospheric spectrum
with oscillations included.
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IV. THE DEEPCORE GOLDEN EVENT SAMPLE

As a first analysis using this new data sample, we have
performed a measurement of the atmospheric mixing
parameters θ23 and Δm2

32. In order to validate the new
calibrations and ensure good agreement between data and
simulation can be achieved with the updated event selection
and analysis tools, this analysis is performed on a subset of
golden events that contain mostly direct, i.e. unscattered,
photons and has been optimized for high νμ CC purity.
While the fraction of golden events in the sample is small,
using them allows us to apply relatively simple, fast
reconstruction methods that have already been used in
previous DeepCore analyses [24,61]. The following sec-
tions describe the event reconstruction and remaining
selection criteria applied to the data to obtain this golden
event sample. Because this analysis uses data collected over
an 8 year period, we also provide an assessment of the data
stability over time.

A. Reconstruction

The goal of the event reconstruction is to translate the
observed charge as a function of time at each DOM location
into an estimate of the interacting neutrino flavor, along
with its energy, E, and its incoming direction, which
correlates with the distance traveled between production
and detection, L. The atmospheric neutrino oscillation
pattern can then be observed by comparing the change
in relative fluxes of neutrino species as a function of L=E.
In this analysis, the reconstruction of L, E and the neutrino
flavor are carried out successively by separate algorithms.

1. Scattered-photon cleaning

We first perform a cleaning algorithm to remove DOM
hits created by photons that have undergone significant
scattering. This helps to reduce the impact of uncertainties
related to the complex photon scattering processes that are
challenging not only to calibrate (see Sec. II C) but also to
parametrize in reconstructions. By removing these scat-
tered-photon hits, the expected arrival time for Cherenkov
photons can instead be calculated geometrically given a
certain event hypothesis. This is possible thanks to the
dense module configuration in DeepCore, where the inter-
module distance is comparable to the effective scattering
length.
As described in [28], hits arising from scattered photons

are identified by calculating the time difference between the
first pulse observed in each DOM along the same string.
Assuming the pulses are created by photons in the same
Cherenkov cone, the largest possible delay between pulses
is given by Δτij ¼ jΔzijj=cice þ Δtdelay, where jΔzijj is the
distance between DOMs i and j, cice is the speed of light in
ice and Δtdelay is a tunable parameter that governs how
strict the cleaning is with respect to scattering effects. For
this analysis Δtdelay is set to 20 ns. The scattered-photon

cleaning algorithm starts from the DOM that observes the
largest total charge, as a proxy for the point of closest
approach to the event vertex. Any DOM on the string with
an earlier pulse than this highest-charge DOM is removed.
The algorithm then moves along the string and removes
DOMs where the time difference to the next DOM is larger
than Δτij. When applying this cleaning algorithm to
simulated νμ CC interactions, 81% of pulses are accurately
classified as unscattered. In order to proceed with the event
reconstruction, at least 5 hit DOMs must remain after this
cleaning is complete. Only approximately one third of all
events in the L5 sample fulfill this criteria.

2. Directional reconstruction

For atmospheric neutrinos, the propagation distance L
can be determined via the cosine of the reconstructed
zenith direction of the interacting particle. In the coordinate
system of IceCube, a value of cosðθzenithÞ ¼ 1 corres-
ponds to vertically down-going events that have traveled
L ≈ 20 km, and cosðθzenithÞ ¼ −1 corresponds to vertically
up-going events that have traveled diametrically through
the Earth with L ≈ 1.3 × 104 km. This analysis uses the
SANTA algorithm [28,62] for directional reconstruc-
tion. This algorithm was originally developed for event
reconstruction in the ANTARES water-Cherenkov neutrino
telescope [63], and has been modified to improve perfor-
mance for interactions in ice where scattering effects are
stronger [28].
Using only DOM hits that survive the scattered-photon

cleaning, a χ2 minimization between the observed and
expected hit times is performed for each event using
both a cascade and track hypothesis for the light emission
pattern. Cascades, produced by electromagnetic and had-
ronic showers, appear roughly pointlike as viewed by the
sparsely instrumented DeepCore array. This topology is
indicative of νe and most ντ CC interactions, as well as NC
interactions of all flavors. In SANTA, cascades are modeled
as isotropic bright-point functions with the time t and
position (x, y, z) of the interaction vertex as free parameters
to be fit. This fit, therefore, does not provide any directional
information. Only the goodness-of-fit, ðχ2=d:o:f:Þcascade, is
later used to help identify the neutrino flavor. The d.o.f. are
calculated as the number of hit DOMs minus the four free
parameters in the fit.
Tracks, or elongated light emission patterns, are pro-

duced by long-lived muons that mainly come from νμ CC
interactions or cosmic-ray air-showers, with a subdominant
component from ντ CC interactions.2 SANTA considers an
infinite line hypothesis for tracks, where all photons are
emitted at the characteristic Cherenkov angle of ∼40.2°
(with refractive index nice ≈ 1.31) relative to the direc-
tion of their parent particle. Under this hypothesis, the

2Branching ratio of τ → μ is approximately 17% [64].
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intersection of unscattered photons with DOMs arranged
vertically on strings creates a hyperbolic pattern in hit times
as a function of DOM depth. The track direction can be
deduced from the fitted parameters of this hyperbola as
described in [28,63]. If unscattered photon hits are only
found in DOMs along a single string, the azimuth cannot be
uniquely determined. In this case the zenith angle is still
reconstructed with SANTA, while the azimuth angle is
determined by a simple LineFit algorithm [59] to DOM hits
created by both scattered and unscattered photons. In this
single-string fit configuration, there are 5 free parameters in
the track fit, which include the interaction vertex (x, y, z, t)
as in the case of cascades plus the zenith direction. For
multi-string fits the azimuth is also fit, increasing the
number of parameters to 6.
Reconstructed zenith angle resolutions under the track

hypothesis are shown in Fig. 10 for each interaction type.
The accuracy and precision are better than the first study
that used this approach [24] and comparable to recent
results obtained with more sophisticated algorithms [26].
The reconstruction performs best overall for νμ CC events
as expected, since the hypothesis more accurately describes
the underlying topology. Similarly, ντ CC events perform
better than νe CC and NC since some events contain a
visible muon track coming from a τ-decay. Resolutions
improve for νμ;τ CC events as the muon tracks get longer,
providing a longer lever arm for the reconstruction.
The zenith error for νe CC and NC events also improves
slightly with energy, from 25° down to 20°, as the cascades
become more elongated and preserve more directionality.
However, generally the resolution is much worse since the

track hypothesis is not a good description of the event
signature.

3. Energy reconstruction

Once the event direction is reconstructed, it is used to
determine the total energy of the neutrino in an interaction.
The energy reconstruction algorithm, called LEERA
[24,65], is also optimized for νμ CC interactions. Unlike
the directional reconstruction, which assumes an infinite
track, the energy reconstruction uses a more realistic
hypothesis that includes a hadronic shower at the inter-
action vertex and a finite track length for all events. In
addition, all DOM hits (after noise cleaning) are consid-
ered, even those produced by scattered photons. The
algorithm first reconstructs the endpoint along the track
direction by comparing the Poisson log-likelihood (LLH)
to not observe DOM hits given an infinite track hypothesis,
versus the LLH to not observe DOM hits given some finite
track length. The ratio of these so-called “no-hit” proba-
bilities is minimized to determine the track endpoint [66].
In a second step, the vertex position and the energy

deposited in the hadronic shower are estimated. In this case,
both the no-hit and hit Poisson probabilities are summed
over all DOMs within a 200 m cylinder along the track for a
given vertex hypothesis. The negative logarithm of these
summed probabilities is minimized to obtain the vertex
position and shower energy.
In both steps, the expectation for the number of photon

hits is obtained from precomputed lookup tables, which are
parametrized by spline functions, for short track segments
and particle showers [67]. By considering only the prob-
ability of being hit vs. not hit for a given DOM, the
likelihood shows robust behavior against PMT systematic
uncertainties, such as those described in [27].
The total event energy is determined from the sum of

these two steps:

Ereco ¼ Eshower þ
b
a
ðeb·Lμ − 1Þ; ð3Þ

where a ¼ 0.226 GeV=m and b ¼ 4.6 × 10−4 m−1 char-
acterize muon energy losses in the range 10–100 GeV [68],
Eshower is the hadronic shower energy and Lμ is the
reconstructed muon track length. The energy resolution
is shown in Fig. 11 for each interaction type as a function of
true energy. Again, we observe the best performance for νμ
CC events, for which the reconstruction is optimized, with
a median error of approximately 20% for events above
10 GeV. For the other interaction types, the performance
varies from 22%–60% between 10–100 GeV. It should be
noted that the true energy in Fig. 11 corresponds to the true
neutrino energy, and therefore neglects the unobservable
energy taken by neutrinos in NC interactions and decays, as
well as the energy of neutral hadrons produced in the
interaction. This causes the bias observed for all interaction

FIG. 10. Cosine zenith resolutions for different classes of
neutrino events at final level. The solid lines show the median
resolutions and dashed lines indicate the central 68% containment
region.
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types, where the reconstructed energy underestimates the
true neutrino energy on average.
In addition to this track-plus-cascade fit, the hypothesis

of a cascade-only event is reconstructed. The difference in
LLH between both hypotheses is then used as an input for
the identification of the interaction that took place.
Figures 10 and 11 show the correlation between recon-

structed zenith angle and energy for different interaction
types. Table I contains a summary of each interaction type
and associated event signature in DeepCore, along with
benchmark resolutions for both energy and zenith angle
calculated at 20 GeV.

B. Particle identification (PID)

In previous DeepCore oscillation analyses, single recon-
structed variables were used to classify events as tracks or
cascades. Here instead we employ a multivariate approach
to improve the PID discriminator. We train a gradient tree
boosting algorithm [69] provided by the SCIKIT-LEARN
package [70] with simulation to identify νμ CC events as
signal (tracks), against a background (cascades) consisting
of νe CC and all NC events. Events from ντ CC interactions
are not used in the training to avoid confusion from τ → μ
decays. The simulation is split such that 50% is used to
train the classifier and 50% is used for testing to evaluate
the performance and assess the level of overtraining, i.e.
robustness against fitting statistical fluctuations in the
simulation. For classifier training, events are weighted to
match the initial, unoscillated flux expectation taken from
the Honda et al. model [46]. The event weights are then

scaled so that the classifier sees the same total number of
signal and background events during the training.
Several input variables and combinations were tested,

and the best classifier performance was found using the
following seven features:

(i) SANTA χ2-ratio, defined as ðχ2=d:o:f:Þtrack
ðχ2=d:o:f:Þcascade, i.e. the

ratio of goodness-of-fit metrics from each fit
hypothesis in the directional reconstruction. The
number of d.o.f. is calculated as the number of hit
DOMs in the unscattered photon pulse series minus
the number of fit dimensions in the hypothesis,
which is 4 for cascades and 5 (single-string events)
or 6 (multistring events) for tracks.

(ii) ΔLLH from energy reconstruction, defined as
LLHtrack − LLHcascade, i.e. the best-fit LLH value
from each hypothesis.

(iii) Reconstructed muon track length, Lμ.
(iv) Radial distance of the interaction vertex from string

36,3 ρ36vertex.
(v) Radial distance of the endpoint from string 36, ρ36stop.
(vi) Depth of the interaction vertex, zvertex.
(vii) Depth of the endpoint, zstop.
SANTA χ2-ratio andΔLLH are found to be themost useful

variables, with an importance of 55% and 21%, respectively,
as defined by the classification algorithm [69]. The former is
calculated using unscattered photon hits, while the latter is
calculated using pulses also from scattered photons. Using
both of these variables helps to mitigate potential biases from
detector calibration uncertainties.
Longer muon tracks are more easily distinguished from

the hadronic shower at the interaction vertex, motivating
the inclusion of Lμ. The reconstructed positions of the
event vertex and endpoint are useful in accounting for
the inhomogeneous reconstruction performance within the
DeepCorevolume,which results fromdifferent ice properties
and module density (see Fig. 2). The spatial coordinates and
Lμ play a less important role with an importance of 3%–8%.
Figure 12 shows the normalized probability score dis-

tribution obtained from applying the classification model to
all interaction types. The distribution ranges from 0 to 1,
where a value of 1 indicates the most signal-like, i.e.
tracklike. The νμ CC population has two distinct peaks.
More easily distinguishable tracklike events peak close to
1.0 as expected, while lower energy and highly inelastic4

events look more similar to cascades and thus populate the
second peak near 0.42, similar to NC, νe CC and most ντ
CC events. The small fraction of ντ CC events with
probabilities closer to 1.0 are primarily due to the afore-
mentioned events that contain visible muons from τ decays.

FIG. 11. Energy resolutions for different classes of neutrino
events at final level. The solid lines show the median resolutions
and dashed lines indicate the central 68% containment region. All
events are reconstructed using a track-plus-cascade hypothesis.

3String 36 is approximately at the center of the array, and near
to the densest region of DeepCore (see Fig. 2).

4Inelasticity refers to the amount of energy transferred from the
neutrino to hadrons in the interaction.
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If we consider events with a probability score above
0.55 to be classified as tracklike, then the fraction of
signal events (νμ CC) correctly identified as tracks, i.e. true
positive rate, is 33.8% while the fraction of background

events incorrectly identified as tracks, i.e. false positive
rate, is 23.3% (with a track purity of 58.9%). Using only the
SANTA χ2-ratio as a classification metric and requiring the
same true positive rate, we obtain a false positive rate of
26.7%. This constitutes an expected improvement of 3.3%
in track purity using the multivariate classifier.

C. Final level selection

After reconstruction, final cuts are applied to further
enhance the purity of νμ CC events in the sample, and to
reduce the atmospheric μ contamination to minimize
the impact of background modeling uncertainties in our
measurement.
The Earth filters out atmospheric μ very efficiently,

such that only down-going trajectories can reach IceCube.
Moreover, the atmospheric ν oscillation signal is expected to
appear below the horizon. Therefore, we keep events with
cos θreco < 0.1, removing a significant amount of back-
ground without loss of the signal region.
The angular reconstruction performance is found to be

slightly worse for atmospheric μ, as demonstrated by the
SANTA χ2=d:o:f: under the track hypothesis shown in
Fig. 13. This is due to selection bias effects. The only
muons surviving to this level of the selection are those
that have deposited very little light in the detector, making
them generally difficult to reconstruct, and in many cases
appear more cascadelike. Events with ðχ2=d:o:f:Þtrack ≥ 50
are therefore removed. The cut on the Level 4 muon
classifier described in Sec. III is also tightened to require
scores >0.97.
Two additional cuts are applied to remove a small

fraction of events where a neutrino and a muon interaction
occur in coincidence. These events are known to occur, but
the simulation used for this study does not include them, so
we opt for removing them entirely. The most powerful
variable to reject these events is referred to as the z-travel
direction shown in Fig. 14. Using the shallowest 15 layers
of DOMs on IceCube strings,5 z-travel is calculated as
hzi − hztðQ25Þi, where hzi is the average z-position of all hit

TABLE I. Summary of neutrino interaction types in IceCube DeepCore. Each row applies to both neutrinos and
antineutrinos. The observable event topology and benchmark values for reconstruction performance at 20 GeV are
provided for each interaction type. The biases are shown as the mean of Xreco − Xtrue, with a range that contains 50%
of the events around the mean value of the distribution.

Interaction Signature Energy bias and res. Zenith bias and res. (°)

νe þ N → eþ had. Cascade −3þ4
−4 18þ16

−16
νμ þ N → μþ had. Cascadeþ Track 0þ5

−4 6þ12
−6

ντ þ N → τ þ had: → had. Cascade −7þ5
−3 −2þ14

−14
ντ þ N → τ þ had: → μþ had. Cascadeþ Track −7þ5

−3 −2þ14
−14

νl þ N → νl þ had. Cascade −8þ3
−3 22þ15

−25

FIG. 12. Output probability score distribution from the PID
algorithm for the different interaction types. Distributions are
normalized to better visualize shape differences. A dashed line at
0.55 indicates scores where tracklike event topologies begin to
diverge from the cascadelike topologies.

FIG. 13. Reduced χ2 from the SANTA track hypothesis fit.

5DeepCore strings that contain the veto endcap are excluded
from this calculation.
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DOMs, and hztðQ25Þi is the average z-position of the earliest
quantile of hit DOMs. In this way, a negative value is
interpreted as a down-going event in the upper region of the
detector, which is consistent with the hypothesis of a
coincident atmospheric μ. Such events are removed from
the sample. In addition, fewer than 8 triggered DOMs in the
outermost strings of the IceCube detector are allowed in
each event. Together, these two cuts remove less than 1% of
simulated events from the data sample, but ensure that the
data are properly described by the simulation.
Finally, we restrict the data to a region of phase space

where we expect to observe the atmospheric ν oscillation
signal, and where the reconstructions perform well. We
only accept events in the range 0.8< log10ðE=GeVÞ< 2.2
(6.3 GeV< Ereco < 158.5 GeV), which is a wide enough
energy band to capture the νμ disappearance valley and also
allow for off-signal sidebands that help to constrain certain
systematic uncertainties (see Sec. VI). Because the recon-
structions are optimized on νμ CC events, we also require
events to have a PID probability score>0.55, removing the
most cascadelike events.
The effects of the reconstruction efficiency and the final

level selection on the expected atmospheric ν and μ rates
are shown in Table II. Events triggered by pure noise are

negligible and therefore not shown. The atmospheric μ
contamination (νμ CC purity) is calculated as the atmos-
pheric μ (νμ CC) rate divided by the total event rate
estimated from simulation. After all cuts, the estimated
atmospheric μ contamination of the golden event sample is
∼2%, and the majority (∼82%) of events are νμ CC
interactions.

D. Long-term data stability

As described in Sec. II C, IceCube DOMs are recali-
brated yearly, in spring. Along with the new calibration
constants, a new software revision for Level 1 and 2
filtering is deployed for data processing. The introduction
of these changes defines a new period of data taking, and
the new settings are used for all the data collected from that
point on. The data analyzed for this paper was collected
over 8 periods. Therefore, to ensure that the event selection,
reconstruction and event classification behave similarly
for each run period, we check the consistency between
each period of data taking prior to performing the fit for
oscillation parameters.
The data rates for the golden event sample, i.e. at final

selection level, for each period are shown in Table III, and
are consistent within statistical errors. We note that these
rates are systematically lower than the rates expected from
simulation reported in Table II. This discrepancy is covered
by the uncertainty in the total atmospheric ν flux, which is
approximately 10% (see Sec. VI B). In addition, the rates
given in Table II are computed before adjusting the
simulation to fit the data, described in the next section,
and therefore some disagreement is expected. Nevertheless,
the fit for oscillation parameters does not use any rate
information and only considers the shapes of fitted
distributions.
We also investigate the agreement between data taking

periods for approximately 20 distributions. The agreement
between each pair of run periods is quantified by perform-
ing a two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test for each
distribution, which tests whether the two distributions are
consistent with being drawn from the same underlying

TABLE II. Selection criteria specific to the golden event sample which aim to reduce atmospheric μ contamination and increase the
purity of νμ CC events. The cuts are applied sequentially in the order shown, starting from the top. Rates are estimated with MC
simulation using the same weighting scheme described in the caption of Fig. 9.

Cut ν rate [1=106 s] Atmospheric μ rate [1=106 s] μ contamination (%) νμ CC purity (%)

Reconstruction 957.1 313.7 24.7 49.8
cos θzenith < 0.1 751.1 112.1 13.0 55.7
SANTA χ2=d:o:f: < 50 642.8 61.6 8.74 58.2
L4 muon classifier score >0.97 464.7 13.1 2.75 59.5
Coincident μ rejection 464.6 13.1 2.75 59.5
6.3 GeV < Ereco < 158.5 GeV 400.9 13.1 3.16 60.1
PID score >0.55 101.3 2.10 2.06 82.1

FIG. 14. Proxy for direction of travel calculated using the
uppermost 15 layers of IceCube DOMs. Only events with at least
4 hits in those layers are included in the histograms.
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probability distribution [71]. The resulting p-values are
used to identify potential outliers that would require further
investigation. As an example, the reconstructed energy
distribution is shown in Fig. 15 for data taking seasons
2017–2018 and 2018–2019, compared to the average rate
calculated using the complete eight year sample for
reference. These years have a p-value of 1.1%, which
was the lowest observed for any pair of seasons. However,
observing the bin-wise rates in this observable, this level of
agreement appears consistent with statistical fluctuations.
All other pairs of seasons have a good agreement in this
observable as well, as can be seen in Appendix C.
Similarly, Fig. 16 shows the probability score from

the Level 4 muon classifier. As described in Sec. III), this

classifier was trained using only a subset of data collected
in 2014. However, the performance appears consistent
across all years, with no p-value lower than 1.2%. To
better illustrate what level of agreement this p-value
represents, we again provide the 1D distribution of this
L4 muon classifer score for the corresponding years.
We investigated 20 distributions and did not observe any

p-value below 0.1% for any combination of data taking
periods. Moreover, no periods appear systematically differ-
ent from others across several observables. A selection of
relevant variables are shown in Appendix C. This gives us
confidence in the data calibration and filtering processes
such that data from all 8 run periods can be combined in the
analysis.

V. ANALYSIS

The analysis is performed by comparing a template
histogram of our simulation to a detector data histogram,
where the template is re-weighted according to free
parameters accounting for the physics and nuisance param-
eters. A minimizer is used to fit the parameters to best
match the simulation to data. This method is often referred to
as ‘forward-folded parameter estimation’, and is the same
strategy used in previous measurements of the atmospheric ν
oscillation parameters using DeepCore data [25].
We use a modified χ2 test statistic defined as

χ2mod ¼
X
i∈bins

ðNexp
i − Nobs

i Þ2
Nexp

i þ ðσsimi Þ2 þ
X
j∈syst

ðsj − ŝjÞ2
σ2sj

; ð4Þ

where the expectation within a bin is calculated as the sum
of the event weights Nexp

i ¼ P
evts
i wi. We calculate the

error term due to Poisson fluctuations of the data with the

FIG. 15. Observed rates as a function of reconstructed energy
for the data taking periods 2017–2018 (blue) and 2018–2019
(orange). The agreement for this observable between these years,
as quantified by a KS-test p-value, is 1.1%. The black histogram
shows the average rate across all 8 data taking periods for
reference. See text for more details.

TABLE III. Final rates for the golden event sample, broken
down by periods of data taking, where 1σ expresses a Poisson
uncertainty given by

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
, meant only to demonstrate agreement

of rates within expected statistical fluctuations. Each period
typically starts in the spring with a new run configuration defined
by calibration constants and software revision, and continues
through to the following spring. The transition to a new run
configuration in 2018 occurred slightly later than usual, resulting
in a livetime of 1.1 y.

Period Rate [1=106 s] Livetime [y]

2011–2012 96.4� 2.1 0.67
2012–2013 93.0� 1.8 0.87
2013–2014 90.0� 1.8 0.92
2014–2015 93.7� 1.8 0.96
2015–2016 95.3� 1.8 0.98
2016–2017 90.1� 1.7 0.96
2017–2018 94.1� 1.6 1.10
2018–2019 94.1� 1.7 0.99

FIG. 16. Observed rates as a function of the L4 muon classifier
score for the data taking periods 2013–2014 (blue) and 2015–
2016 (orange). The agreement for this observable between these
years, as quantified by a KS-test p-value, is 1.2%. The black
histogram shows the average rate across all 8 data taking periods
for reference. See text for more details.
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expectation from simulation Nexp
i . The statistical uncer-

tainty due to the finite statistics of our simulation sets is
included as ðσsimi Þ2 ¼ P

evts
i w2

i þ ðσμi Þ2, where the first
term applies to neutrino sets and the second one applies
to atmospheric μ sets, whose treatment is described in
Sec. VI D. The second term in Eq. (4) is a penalty term to
account for prior knowledge of some systematic parame-
ters, where sj is the nominal value of the jth systematic
parameter, ŝj is its maximum likelihood estimator, and σ2sj
is the prior’s Gaussian standard deviation, if applicable. In
some cases the uncertainty on the prior is non-Gaussian. In
these cases we do not apply any penalty, and the parameter
is bounded by a range significantly larger than the
estimated uncertainty.
The data is binned into a three-dimensional histogram

with ten reconstructed energy bins spaced logarithmically
between 6.31 and 158.49 GeV, and ten reconstructed cosine
zenith bins spaced linearly between −1 and 0.1 (see
Fig. 17). The last energy bin is twice as wide to contain
sufficient statistics. The data are also separated into two
PID bins to improve the sensitivity to observe νμ disap-
pearance. The first PID bin, referred to as the mixed
channel, contains events with a PID classifier score
between 0.55 and 0.75. This bin is comprised mostly by
νμ CC events, with approximately 30% contamination from
other neutrino flavors and interactions. The second bin, or
track channel, contains events with a PID score between
0.75 and 1.0, and therefore has a higher νμ CC purity of
94%. The PID definition was optimized for sensitivity to
atmospheric νmixing while aiming to keep roughly similar
statistical power between both mixed and track channels.
The signal of this analysis is the disappearance of muon

neutrinos coming from below the horizon. The oscillation
pattern at energies below 10 GeV is not resolvable with
DeepCore. Instead, the analysis is driven by the position
and amplitude of the first oscillation valley between
10 GeV and 50 GeV, where the position is determined
by the mass splitting Δm2

32 and the amplitude by sin2 θ23
with the mixing angle θ23. Figure 17 shows the observed
number of real data events in the analysis binning.

Figure 18 shows how the expected number of events
from simulation changes in the analysis binning for
values of oscillation parameters that differ by the expected
90% confidence interval that this study will produce. The
νμ disappearance is most pronounced in the track PID
channel, which is to be expected since it has the higher
purity of νμ CC events.

VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

There are several sources of systematic uncertainty that
can introduce a modification to the expected number of
events in a bin. To include these effects in the analysis, they
are modeled as a function of parameters that can be varied
continuously. Whenever possible, we implement a model
motivated from first principles and adjust its parameters. In
many instances, however, we do not have access to the code
that produces our required input (e.g. atmospheric neutrino
flux) and need to create effective parameters that capture
the reported uncertainties.
In this section we describe the sources of uncertainty, as

well as their implementation in the fit. A summary is given
in Table IV, and Appendix B includes figures that dem-
onstrate the impact of each one of them in the analysis
binning. Since the analysis exclusively uses the relative
distribution of events, sources of uncertainty that only scale
the event rate are not implemented individually. Instead, a
single parameter Aeff scale is used as a global scale factor
for the total neutrino rate.

FIG. 18. Change in the expected number of events in the
analysis when independently varying the values of Δm2

32 (top)
and sin2 θ23 (bottom) to the 90% confidence level. The mass
splitting changes the position of the oscillation probability, while
the mixing angle modifies the amplitude. The largest change is
observed in the track channel.

FIG. 17. Observed number of data events in the analysis
binning for the full 8 years of livetime.
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We decide which systematic uncertainties must be
included in the fit by studying the potential bias they
would produce in the oscillation parameters and the change
on the test statistic χ2mod if we neglected them. We create
data sets with their observed quantities set equal to their
expected values for a wide range of values for θ23 andΔm2

32

and perform two fits: one where the oscillation parameters
are fixed to their true value and one where they are left free.
In both fits, the systematic parameter being tested is fixed to
a value off from its nominal expectation by either 1σ or by
an educated guess, if the uncertainty is not well defined.
Parameters are included in the analysis when this test
creates a significant bias in the oscillation parameters,
which is conservatively defined as a difference larger than
2 × 10−2 between the test statistics of the two fits.

A. Detector calibration uncertainties

The uncertainties associated with the detection process
of neutrinos, such as the optical efficiency of the DOMs and
the properties of the ice, have the largest impact on this
study. However, there is no known analytic function that
maps the detector calibration uncertainties described in

Sec. II C onto an effect on the expected neutrino rates.
Instead, we derive these relationships for each bin in the
analysis histogram using MC data.
To evaluate the expected impact of detection uncertainties,

data sets are produced with different variations of detector
response, processed to the final level of selection, and then
they are parametrized following a model of the uncertainties
to evaluate how the final sample would look like for any
reasonable choice of parameters. The parametrizations are
done at the analysis bin level, assuming that every effect
considered is independent and that they can be approximated
by a linear function. Under these assumptions we can
compute a reweighting factor in every bin that depends on
N parameters, which correspond to the number of systematic
effects being considered, plus an offset c, as

fðp1;…; pNÞ ¼ cþ
XN
n¼1

mnΔpn: ð5Þ

Heremn are the reweighting factors obtained from simulation
sets with a systematic variation andΔpn is the test value of a
specific systematic variation.

TABLE IV. List of systematic uncertainties used in this analysis along with their priors, fit values and pulls. See
the figures next to the uncertainty name to see their impact on the analysis histogram. The origin of the nominal
expectation (baseline) from each systematic group is given next to their name. Prior widths are symmetric around the
nominal expectation, unless stated otherwise, and their origin is described in the text. Parameters without a prior are
labeled as unconstrained. Relative optical efficiencies p0 and p1 correspond to the models in Fig. 4, where the best
fit is also shown. The rows with corrections to meson yields refer to the regions defined in [72].

Parameter Prior Fit value Pull (σ)

Detector Baseline from calibration data
DOM efficiency correction (Fig. 28) 10% þ6% 0.63
Relative efficiency p0 (Fig. 29) Unconstrained −0.27 � � �
Relative efficiency p1 (Fig. 30) Unconstrained −0.04 � � �
Ice absorption (Fig. 31) Unconstrained −3% � � �
Ice scattering (Fig. 32) Unconstrained −1% � � �
Flux Baseline from Honda et al.
Δγν (Fig. 33) 0.1 þ0.07 0.7
Δπ� yields [A-F] (Fig. 34) 30% þ10% 0.35
Δπ� yields G (Fig. 35) 30% −6% −0.18
Δπ� yields H (Fig. 36) 15% −2% −0.12
ΔKþ yields W (Fig. 37) 40% þ8% 0.21
ΔK− yields W (Fig. 38) 40% −1% −0.02
ΔKþ yields Y (Fig. 39) 30% þ11% 0.35

Cross-section Baseline from GENIE
MCCQE

A (Fig. 40) 0.99 GeVþ25%
−15% þ1% 0.03

MCCRES
A (Fig. 41) 1.12 GeV� 20% þ11% 0.57

σNC=σCC (Fig. 43) 20% þ13% 0.63
DIS CSMS (Fig. 42) 1.0 0.04 0.04

Atmospheric muons Baseline from Gaisser et al. þ Sibyll2.1
Atmospheric μ scale (Fig. 44) Unconstrained þ39% � � �
Normalization Baseline from calibrationþ flux models
Aeff scale Unconstrained −18% � � �
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The fit of the parameters mn is done over all systematic
MC sets, reducing the uncertainty on the MC prediction in
each bin as a side effect since the error on the fitted function
is smaller than the statistical error from the nominal MC set.
The set of all fitted functions in all histogram bins are called
“hypersurfaces.”An example of such a fit from a single bin,
projected onto one dimension, is shown in Fig. 19.
The event counts coming from different flavors and

interactions have a different response to varying the same
detector parameter. Therefore, the hypersurfaces in each
bin are fit separately for three groups of events:

(i) (νall þ νall) NCþ ðνe þ ν̄eÞ CC: These events all
produce cascade signatures in the detector.

(ii) (ντ þ ν̄τ) CC: These interactions may differ from the
previous group because they have a production
threshold of Eν ≳ 3.5 GeV and also produce muons
with a branching ratio of 17%.

(iii) (νμ þ ν̄μ) CC: These interactions produce tracklike
signatures.

The distribution of χ2=d:o:f: from the fits in all analysis
bins is used as a diagnostic to ensure that the fitted, linear
hypersurfaces provide a good estimate for the expected
number of events for the full range of simulated detector
configurations. We find that the means of these χ2=d:o:f:
distributions are all consistent with 1.0 as expected from
good fits for each of the three categories described above
(NCþ νe CC, ντ CC and νμ CC). Attempts to use higher
order polynomial fits did not yield a significantly improved
χ2=d:o:f:, and in fact often rendered the fits less stable.
To produce the histograms for fitting the hypersurfaces, a

choice must be made for the values of flux, cross section
and oscillation parameters. We found that the hypersurface

fits are sensitive to the choice of parameters that have
correlations with the effect they encode. Most notably, this
effect is observed between the mass splitting and DOM
optical efficiency as demonstrated in Fig. 20, which shows
the difference between fitted hypersurface gradients for the
DOM efficiency dimension for two values of Δm2

32.
This problem arises because we are only fitting the

hypersurfaces in reconstructed phase space, without
accounting for the different true energy and zenith dis-
tributions of MC in each analysis bin, which change with
each detector systematic variation. To mitigate this prob-
lem, we fit the hypersurfaces for 20 different values in mass
splitting between 1.5 × 10−3 eV2 and 3.5 × 10−3 eV2, and
then apply a piecewise linear interpolation to all slopes,
intercepts and covariance matrix elements. The oscillation
parameter fit can then dynamically adapt the hypersurfaces
for each value of Δm2

32 that is tested using these interpo-
lated functions. The effects of other parameter choices were
evaluated as well, but none were found to introduce a
significant bias.
In this study, a 5-dimensional hypersurface is used to

parametrize the most relevant detection uncertainties,
namely the absolute optical efficiency of the DOMs, the
relative angular acceptance of the modules (two parame-
ters, see Fig. 4), and a global scaling of absorption and
scattering lengths for the bulk of the medium. As motivated
in Sec. II C, the DOM efficiency is constrained by a
Gaussian prior to the value of 1.0� 0.1. The ice model
parameters are unconstrained in the fit, and allowed to vary
within conservative ranges determined from calibration
data. The hole ice model parameters are bounded within
the ranges −2.0< p0 < 1.0 and −0.2< p1 < 0.2. The
bulk ice model parameters are bounded within −0.90<
Absorption< 1.10 and −0.95< Scattering< 1.15.
We also tested the impact of a new, more detailed ice

model [41], depth-dependent uncertainties of the ice [73], a
simulation including the shadow cast by the cables onto the
DOMs, a modification of the quantum efficiency as a
function of wavelength for DeepCore DOMs and variations

 

FIG. 19. Example of a hypersurface function in one bin
projected on the dimension of the DOM efficiency correction.
Each data point corresponds to one systematic set. Translucent
datapoints are from sets where one or more systematic parameter
besides the DOM efficiency correction is off-nominal. Those
points are projected along the fitted plane to the nominal point.
Several systematic sets have a nominal DOM efficiency of 1.0.
The band shows to the standard deviation of the fitted function.

FIG. 20. Difference between the fit hypersurface gradient for
DOM optical efficiency in each analysis bin, comparing the
gradient fit assuming Δm2

32 ¼ 3.0 × 10−3 eV2 minus the gradient
fit for Δm2

32 ¼ 2.5 × 10−3 eV2.
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in the noise rate. All of these effects were found to be
negligible, so they were not included in the fit.

B. Atmospheric neutrino fluxes

The flux of atmospheric leptons depends on the spectrum
and composition of cosmic rays, the atmospheric condi-
tions at the interaction site and the hadronic interaction
model describing the development of the cosmic-ray
showers. The uncertainties of each of these ingredients
produces uncertainties in the lepton fluxes that need to be
accounted for in the analysis. Our studies focus on how
these uncertainties impact the neutrino fluxes, since our
data sample is expected to have a 98% neutrino purity. Our
starting point is the atmospheric ν flux from Honda et al.
[46]. We introduce parameters to encode the sources of
uncertainty in the flux, effectively fitting the atmospheric
neutrino spectrum as part of the study.

1. Cosmic-ray flux uncertainties

Neutrinos of a given energy can be produced in showers
initiated by cosmic-ray primaries with energies up to 100
times higher [74]. This study is focused on atmospheric ν
between a few and 100 GeV, so the relevant range of the
cosmic-ray spectrum is between 10 GeVand 10 TeV. In this
range, the spectrum is almost entirely composed of protons
and helium [75]. The main uncertainty in this portion of the
spectrum can be encoded by a power-law correction EΔγ

[72,76], and since the neutrinos follow closely any modi-
fication to the primary spectrum, the same form can be used
for modifying their flux. The corrected flux as used in this
study is then given by

Φν;mod ¼ Φν

�
E

Epivot

�
Δγ
; ð6Þ

where Δγ is the parameter that can be varied. Here Epivot ¼
24 GeV was chosen to reduce the correlation between Δγ
and the overall scale of the flux. The estimate of the
uncertainty on the spectral index is�0.05 [76], but here we
increase it to �0.1 to account for a similar response that is
expected from independent effects, such as modifications
to charged hadron multiplicity in the final state of DIS
interactions [77], variations to higher-twist parameters and
valence quark corrections in GENIE [26] and changes to
the overall optical absorption of the ice.

2. Hadronic interaction uncertainties

The atmospheric ν we detect come from the decay of
hadrons produced over a large region of parameter space
with few measurements, interpolated by phenomenological
models [72]. The authors of the atmospheric neutrino flux
we use as a baseline have evaluated their impact, showing it
as a function of energy [78]. For this study, however, we
require an uncertainty estimate as a function of energy,

direction and neutrino flavor. We therefore use the MCEq6

package [79], which computes inclusive distributions of
atmospheric leptons, to evaluate the impact of variations on
each of the ingredients that go into the calculation. In
general, we do this by introducing small variations dB on a
parameter B of some model that gives a lepton flux Φl,
compute the change in flux dΦl

dB , and introduce them scaled
by a value b, as

Φl;mod ¼ Φl þ
�
b ·

dΦl

dB

�
: ð7Þ

The modifications introduced to MCEq follow the work
of Barr et al. [72], where the parameter space in primary
energy Ei and the fraction of energy taken by the secondary
meson xlab ¼ Es=Ei is divided into regions with different
uncertainties, chosen by the availability of fixed target
experiments data used in hadronic models. Here we adopt
the same scheme and compute the variations of the fluxes
dΦ
dB after modifying the expected hadronic yields of a model
by a constant factor over each region of Ei, xlab. These
modifications were computed using the Sibyll2.3c [74]
hadronic interaction model and the GSF cosmic-ray flux
[75] as a starting point, since the software that produces the
baseline model for this analysis is not openly available [46].
The choice of cosmic-ray spectra and hadronic interaction
model used to compute the modifications dΦ

dB were found to
have negligible impact.
The variations of the yields ofK� and π� were computed

individually and their impact on the flux was evaluated. As
the pion ratio is well-measured, the uncertainty on π− is
defined by the uncertainty on πþ plus an uncertainty on the
pion ratio, following [72]. The uncertainty on K� produc-
tion is kept uncorrelated.
The entire suite of potential variations is encoded in 17

variables, but not all of them have a significant impact on
the neutrino flux in the energy range of this analysis. Here,
only the six parameters listed under the Flux section in
Table IV were found to be relevant. The uncertainties on the
pion yields resulting from incident parent particles with
E < 30 GeV (regions A to F in Fig. [72]) have been added
in quadrature and grouped into one parameter, as their
modifications have a degenerate effect on the atmospheric
neutrino flux. The impact of these six parameters on the
flux of muon neutrinos is shown in Fig. 21 as function of
reconstructed energy and zenith angle.
We further investigated the impact of hadron-air inelastic

cross section uncertainties that drive energy losses during
shower development. Using the Glauber approach [80,81]
to propagate hadron-proton cross sections uncertainties
[82] to hadron-air interactions as a function of the
center of mass energy, we find that their impact on the

6https://github.com/afedynitch/MCEq.
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atmospheric flux model in our energy range of interest
(<1 TeV) is below 1% and therefore negligible.

3. Atmospheric density

The effect of atmospheric density uncertainty in this
analysis was studied by obtaining a variation of atmos-
pheric density profile, perturbing the Earth’s atmospheric
temperature within a prior range given by the NASA
Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder (AIRS) satellite [83] tem-
perature data. The resulting atmospheric density profiles
are injected into MCEq to calculate new fluxes. This is
performed for a variety of cosmic-ray models and hadronic
interaction models available in MCEq. It was found that
even the largest variation from density perturbation has a
negligible effect in this energy range, so this uncertainty
was not included in the fit.

C. Neutrino-nucleon cross-section

The DeepCore neutrino event samples can span an
energy range from GeV to TeV. For energies above
20 GeV, the interactions are dominated by deep inelastic
scattering (DIS). Below this threshold, interactions with the
nucleons as a whole become more relevant [84]. Since there
is no coherent theoretical frame that explains both regimes,
we keep the same approach as event generators in our study
and divide the uncertainties from neutrino interactions into
regions.

1. Deep inelastic scattering

The interactions of neutrinos with individual quarks can
be calculated precisely. The uncertainties on the predictions
of these calculations come from the dataset used to describe
the probability of finding a quark within the nucleons being
considered. These parton distribution functions (PDFs) are
mainly obtained from electron scattering data, and the

predicted neutrino-nucleon cross section differs depending
on which one is used.
Our interaction generator GENIE uses an outdated PDF

for the calculation, GRV98 [85], because it was the only
PDF that incorporated the extrapolations ofQ2 below those
available from measurements at the time that this study was
performed [86], but that are relevant for the energies in
question.7 At high energies it differs from other more
sophisticated and newer computations. To address this
point, we have studied the different predictions from
multiple DIS calculations, comparing them to GENIE.
The comparison included GENIE (GRV98) and three

additional cross section calculations: CSMS [88], BGR
[89] and a calculation using the CTEQ6 [90] PDF set.
The corresponding cross sections were obtained from the
NeutrinoGenerator (based on [91]) and GENIE-HEDIS
[92] codes. We looked at the total and differential cross
section dσ=dEdy of neutrinos and antineutrinos. The cross
sections seem to divide in two, with CSMS and CTEQ6
giving very similar results, and BGR and GENIE in rough
agreement. The largest differences are observed in the CC
cross section of antineutrinos.
The differences were traced back to the light sea quark

contributions to the cross section with the s-quark content
being the most different among calculations. Both CSMS
and CTEQ6 have a significantly larger contribution from
these quarks, which results in a noticeable difference for the
antineutrino cross sections. In CSMS the overall interaction
rate of antineutrinos is higher by about 10%, with those
events coming mainly from interactions with high inelas-
ticity, defined as y ¼ Ehad=Eν. Neutrino cross sections, on
the other hand, are dominated by valence quarks at our
energies, and thus are largely unaffected by changes to the
sea quarks contribution.

FIG. 21. Impact of the variations of the flux parameters used as a function of reconstructed energy (left figure) and reconstructed zenith
angle (right figure). The parameters where changed by +1σ, one at a time. By construction, the variations are symmetric around the
nominal expectation. The phase space that each parameter affects follows that given in [72].

7See [87] for a new calculation that extends to low Q2.
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The difference between CSMS and GENIE, the largest
one observed, was parametrized as function of energy and
inelasticity in a single parameter added to the analysis that
can reweight every event in our simulation to mimic the
predictions of the CSMS calculation. The DIS calculations
discussed, however, are not valid below 100 GeV because
of their limited Q2 range. Without further information
on how to extrapolate this effect to lower energies, we
decided to avoid discontinuities in the DIS cross section by
applying the same correction derived at 100 GeV for DIS
events at lower energies and thus guaranteeing consistency
in our approach. We tested other extrapolation methods,
such as using the correction at 50 GeVor using the last few
energy points to come up with a linear function to go to
lower energies, and found that the analysis presented here is
robust against this choice.
In our parametrization, a value of DIS CSMS equal to

zero corresponds to the cross section in GENIE, while a
value of one approximates the prediction from CSMS. To
evaluate the data we set a prior centered at zero and an
uncertainty of 1.0 to ensure the fit is stable while allowing
the parameter to choose between models. The parameter
that controls these changes can be converted to a fractional
value to end up with a cross section in between the models.
Comparisons of the resulting total cross section from
GENIE and the CSMS-like modification are shown on
Fig. 22, compared to data. The correction brings the flux-
averaged inelasticity from 0.40 at Eν ¼ 40 GeV in GENIE
to 0.47 when corrected.
Additional studies were performed to test the impact of

the parameters used in the Bodek-Yang model to extrapo-
late PDFs in the low Q2 region and on the impact of the
hadron multiplicity resulting from these interactions, as
described in [26]. We also considered the impact of nuclear
effects, which have been demonstrated to have an impact
on neutrino-nucleon cross sections [96], in particular on the
inelasticity of neutrino interactions with water. We found

these effects to be either negligible or fully degenerate with
existing parameters and therefore are not included explic-
itly in the fit.

2. Non-DIS interactions

The two main non-DIS processes that contribute to events
in our sample are resonance production (RES) and charged
current quasielastic scattering (CCQE). Similar to what was
done in previous studies [25,26], two systematic parameters
are included to account for uncertainties in the nucleon form
factors for each interaction. Both these form factors have a
dependency on Q2 of the form

FðQ2Þ ∝ 1

1 − ðQ2=M2
AÞ2

; ð8Þ

where MA is the axial mass, an effective parameter that
can be measured experimentally. GENIE allows one to
reweight the cross section to different values for different
interaction types, so we have introduced them as free
parameters in the fit: MCCQE

A and MCCRES
A . Altering these

parameters can change the total cross section predictions
for CCQE/CCRES interactions and hence changing the
expected number of CCQE/CCRES events seen in the
sample.

3. ντ charged current cross section

The charged current cross section of tau neutrinos differs
from that of other flavors because the mass of the tau lepton
is comparable to the target nucleon mass and the neutrino
energies being studied. In particular, the terms of the form

m2
lepton

2MnucleonEν
, which are heavily suppressed for light lepton (e or

μ) cases at all energies, become relevant for tau neutrinos
up to tens of GeV [97]. A summary of various inclusive
cross section calculations is discussed in [98], where a

FIG. 22. Inclusive total neutrino-nucleon cross section for neutrinos (left) and antineutrinos (right) on an isoscalar target (black line)
from GENIE, compared to measurements from CCFR [93], NUTEV [94] and NOMAD [95]. The GENIE cross section with its DIS
fraction fully converted to “CSMS mode” (brown line) is also shown.
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proposed parametrization that can move between calcu-
lations is also given. We tested the impact of these changes
in our study, which has a very small component of ντ, and
found them to be well below our threshold, so this source of
uncertainty was not included in the final result.

D. Atmospheric muon contamination

The event selection was designed to eliminate atmos-
pheric μ with high efficiency. This is achieved for this
subset of the data, with an estimated contamination from
simulation studies of ∼2%. However, due to the efficient
rejection and the computational requirements of simula-
ting this background, few simulated events survive to the
analysis binning. Therefore, even though the atmospheric
muon fluxes should be correlated with those of neutrinos,
changes to how they are modeled are mostly negligible in
comparison to the statistical uncertainty of the simulation.
Most of their variation is captured by a scaling factor, so a
single parameter that globally changes their relative con-
tribution to the sample is used (see Atmospheric μ scale in
Table IV).
The few atmospheric μ events that are still present at the

final level of the selection produce histograms that are
sparsely populated, with large bin-to-bin fluctuations. To
overcome this issue, we applied a variable bandwidth
kernel density estimator (KDE) [99] to the binned atmos-
pheric μ data, which results in smooth expectation histo-
grams for the nominal data set as well as for variations
produced with modified detector conditions. The error of
this procedure was estimated adapting the theoretical upper
bound variance computation described in [99], adjusting it
so that their hypersurface fits would yield a reduced χ2 ¼ 1.
This conservative estimation of the error for the KDE
procedure is included in the analysis as ðσμi Þ2 in Eq. (4).

E. Oscillation parameters

Oscillation probabilities are computed using a three-
flavor scheme that includes the coherent forward scattering
experienced by neutrinos as they cross Earth’s matter. This
is implemented in a custom python code [100] that follows
the description in [101]. The computation requires all
oscillation parameters to be defined (three mixing angles,
two mass differences squared, and an imaginary phase), as
well as the electron density profile of the Earth.
We approximate the Earth as a collection of 12 radial

layers of constant matter density, following the prelimi-
nary earth reference model (PREM) [20]. The electron-to-
nucleon fraction can change depending on the chemical
composition of the layers. Here we use the values proposed
in [102], with 0.4656 for the inner and outer core, and
0.4957 for the mantle. Varying these fractions, as well as
including a finer radial description of the Earth, results in
negligible changes, so they are kept fixed in the fit to
the data.

We also find that this analysis is insensitive to the values
of θ12, Δm2

21 and θ13, within their current uncertainties.
Therefore, we fix their values to recent global fit results
from [19], with θ12 ¼ 33.82°, Δm2

21 ¼ 0.739 × 10−5 eV2

and θ13 ¼ 8.61°. These are the global fit results obtained
under the normal neutrino mass ordering hypothesis
(m1 <m2 <m3), which is assumed throughout this analy-
sis as well. A separate, more sensitive analysis to determine
the neutrino mass ordering using the full DeepCore data set
is currently underway. The analysis is also insensitive to the
choice of a CP-violating phase, so we fix δCP ¼ 0.

VII. RESULTS

This analysis was performed in a “blind” manner, such
that all choices regarding the event selection criteria,
analysis binning and implementation of systematic uncer-
tainties are made prior to fitting the real detector data in
order to avoid biasing the results. After finalizing all
analysis choices and procedures, we perform a fit to real
data by minimizing the modified χ2 test statistic defined in
Eq. (4) over 200 bins. This yields the best-fit values of

sin2θ23 ¼ 0.51� 0.05; and

Δm2
32 ¼ ð2.41� 0.07Þ × 10−3 eV2;

assuming normal neutrino mass ordering (NO). The
68% confidence limits (C.L.) for each parameter is derived
following the Feldman-Cousins prescription [103]. The
best fit nuisance parameter values are reported in Table IV,
while Table V shows the observed and expected number of
events at the best-fit point.
To assess the goodness-of-fit, we perform 1000 fits to

pseudo-data trials that are generated by Poisson-fluctuating
the expectation for neutrinos and atmospheric muons in the
analysis binning, given the best fit values for all parameters.
Using the resulting distribution of test statistics from these
1000 trials, we find that our observed χ2mod has a p-value of
26.1%, indicating good agreement between simulation and
data. Figure 23 shows the expected and observed Δχ2mod in

TABLE V. Best-fit number of events with 7.5 years of livetime
for each neutrino flavor and interaction type, as well as atmos-
pheric μ, along with the observed counts from the data. The rate is
also given for comparison to other experiments.

Type Events Rates [1=106 s]

νμ þ ν̄μ CC 17656 75.03
νe þ ν̄e CC 1820 7.74
ντ þ ν̄τ CC 603 2.56
νall þ ν̄all NC 1222 5.19
Atmospheric μ 711 3.02

Total (best-fit) 22012 93.54
Observed 21914 93.08
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sin2 θ23 and in Δm2
32, overlaid with the distribution of

1000 pseudodata trials. The observed contours are fully
contained within the 1σ fluctuations of the trials.
The distributions of reconstructed neutrino energy,

reconstructed zenith angle and the PID score for data
compared with the best-fit MC simulation are shown in
Fig. 24. These 1D projections show the data binned more
finely than what was used in the fit by a factor of 2 for
reconstructed energy and zenith, and a factor of 10 for the
PID. Figure 25 shows the reconstructed energy and cosine
zenith projected into L/E space for all events. The best-fit
expectation shows good agreement with the data for all
observables.
We find a slight excess of events compared to MC in the

very highest energy bin, which is nevertheless consis-
tent within statistical fluctuations. However, this analy-
sis extends to higher energies than previous oscillation
analyses using DeepCore data in order to better constrain
systematic uncertainties in this off-signal region. Therefore
as a cross-check, we fit the data again with this last, highest
energy bin removed and observe a negligible shift of ∼1%

FIG. 24. Distributions of reconstructed (top) energy, (middle)
cosine zenith and (bottom) PID score for data compared to the
best-fit simulation. Background includes atmospheric μ and all
neutrino types besides νμ þ ν̄μ CC events for which this analysis
was optimized.

FIG. 23. Observed Δχ2mod (solid) compared to the expectation
(dashed) and the distribution of 1000 pseudodata trials (yellow
and green bands) produced at the best fit point of the analysis for
the atmospheric (top) mixing angle and (bottom) mass splitting.
The red lines indicate the 68% C.L. derived using the Feldman-
Cousins method [103].
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in Δm2
32 and ∼0.2° in θ23. We further performed fits to data

from each season of data-taking independently, and find
that the resulting best fit atmospheric oscillation parameters
and nuisance parameters are all statistically compatible
across each year.
Additional cross-checks are performed with simulation

to assess the robustness of the result against perturbations
to the detector model that are not parametrized by the
hypersurface treatment described in Sec. VI A. These
include a modification to the wavelength dependence of
the HQE PMTs to match alternative laboratory measure-
ments, an implementation of the cable that shadows part of
the photocathode for particular azimuthal angles [104], and
several different bulk ice models that were developed after
this analysis was finalized, which were found to fit equally-
well or better to the LED calibration data.
The simulation generated for each of these perturbations

is processed through the standard event selection and used
to generate pseudodata that is weighted using the best-fit
values from the original fit to data, and fit with the standard
analysis procedure. No significant bias in the fitted oscil-
lation parameters is observed for any of these perturbations.
We note that the largest shift observed in the best fit point
with a significance of 0.3σ was found when using simu-
lation produced with the birefringent ice properties incor-
porated in the bulk ice model [105]. While insignificant for
this analysis, this points to the potential need for an improved
treatment of systematic uncertainties related to the glacial ice
optical properties for analyseswith higher statistics andmore
scattered photons used in the reconstruction of neutrino
properties.

The hypersurface treatment was also validated by gen-
erating simulation using the best-fit nuisance parameter
values for detector systematics. There were no significant
chnages obtained in our results after including this set in the
analysis.
Table VI shows the relative contributions of each group

of systematic uncertainties that were considered in this
study to the total error. To determine the contributions, we
assume perfect knowledge of each group of systematic
uncertainties in the fit and calculate the relative change
in the width of the 68% C.L. for each oscillation parameter.
The detector systematic uncertainties contribute most to
the total uncertainty, with flux and cross-section system-
atics contributing far less to the error budget. The atmos-
pheric μ normalization term has little effect thanks to the
very small contamination in the final sample, while the
overall normalization term for neutrinos has almost no
effect on the error of the measurement. All sensitivity to
the oscillation parameters comes from the shape of the
oscillation pattern, with the total flux being relatively
unimportant for this measurement. This breakdown of

FIG. 25. The L/E distribution for the best-fit expectations
overlaid with the observed data. Background includes atmos-
pheric μ and all neutrino types besides νμ þ ν̄μ CC events. The
expectation at the best fit but without oscillations is shown as a
dashed line.

TABLE VI. Relative change in 1σ uncertainty assuming perfect
knowledge of each group of systematic uncertainties. Relative
change is calculated from the width of the 68% C.L. assuming
Wilks’ theorem.

Systematic group δðΔm2
32Þ [%] δðsin2 θ23Þ [%]

Detector −33.6 −10.6
Flux −5.4 −1.4
Cross section −6.8 −0.3
Aeff scale −1.0 −0.4
Atmospheric μ scale −1.8 −1.1

FIG. 26. Contours showing the 90% C.L. allowed region for
Δm2

32 and sin2 θ23 from this study (blue) compared to previous
IceCube DeepCore results [25,26]. All confidence intervals
shown are derived assuming Wilks’ theorem for a consistent
comparison.
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uncertainties also demonstrates that the measurement can
still be largely improved by increased statistics.
The 90% C.L. allowed region for the atmospheric

oscillation parameters is shown in Fig. 26 compared to
previous measurements using IceCube DeepCore. All
contours are derived assuming Wilks’ theorem, which
leads to slight over coverage due to the physical boundary
of θ23 (see Fig. 23). Taking into account the previously
published Feldman Cousins-corrected 1σ errors [25],
we observe an improvement of 44% and 37% in the
measurements of Δm2

32 and sin2 θ23, respectively. These
new results therefore represent the most precise measure-
ment of these parameters using atmospheric neutrinos
to date.
Figure 27 shows the new IceCube DeepCore result in

comparison to measurements performed by other experi-
ments, using both accelerator and atmospheric neutrinos.
MINOS [106], T2K [107] and NOvA [108] measure
these parameters using neutrinos produced in particle
accelerator facilities with energies between hundreds of
MeV to and a few GeV. Super-Kamiokande [109] uses
atmospheric neutrinos, but the bulk of their statistics are
around the 1 GeV region. With IceCube DeepCore we
use neutrinos with energies higher than any of these
experiments, interacting mainly via deep inelastic scatter-
ing, and are therefore subject to different interaction
uncertainties. While our neutrino source is also the atmos-
phere and we use the same nominal flux calculation as

Super-Kamiokande, we see a different region of the
atmospheric neutrino spectrum and we include several
flux-related nuisance parameters in the fit to adjust for
discrepancies with data. Given the differences on how these
measurements are obtained, the overlap between the results
is noteworthy, but difficult to rigorously quantify using
individually reported uncertainties without resimulations
accounting for both correlated and uncorrelated uncertain-
ties. This could be followed up with future studies using
external data releases from each experiment.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have presented the most precise measurement of
oscillations of atmospheric neutrinos to date, using a newly
calibrated and filtered data sample from IceCube
DeepCore. The measurement was made possible thanks
to state-of-the-art calibrations, improved event filtering,
and significant improvements to our methods for evaluating
sources of uncertainty.
The recent calibration efforts allow us to successfully

describe our data with high precision, especially the
response of sensors to single photons and better description
of the optical properties of the ice. The data used spans a
period of 8 years, over which we find stable noise rates and
detector response.
The new event selection suppresses the main sources of

background by a factor greater than 104, while keeping

FIG. 27. Contours showing the 90% C.L. allowed region for the atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters from this study (blue)
compared to results from MINOS [106], NOvA [108], Super-Kamiokande [109] and T2K [107]. Daya Bay also measures Δm2

32 in
conjunction to θ13, but the results cannot be displayed in the format above [6]. The DeepCore confidence interval is derived assuming
Wilks’ theorem.
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over 20% of all neutrinos that interact in the detector
volume, resulting in a comparable rate of atmospheric μ
and ν at Level 5, which is a common starting point for
future DeepCore analyses. We further developed an analy-
sis-specific selection focused on events detected with
minimally scattered light, which reduced the background
further to achieve a neutrino purity of 98%, with a high
fraction of νμ CC events.
We investigated many possible sources of uncertainty,

and developed improved methods for implementing them
in the analysis. The detector related uncertainties, known to
have the largest impact on our results, were studied using
significantly more simulation sets for known effects than
in previous studies, and were parametrized in a way
that accounts for correlations with other parameters. The
uncertainties due to the atmospheric ν flux were signifi-
cantly expanded so that possible variations to the flux were
corrected for as part of the fit. Neutrino-nucleon cross
sections were also evaluated with in different frameworks,
where the free parameters have a more physical interpre-
tation compared to previous analyses. The impact of
atmospheric μ, which has remained a challenge throughout
these studies, was reduced by limiting their fraction in the
final sample, making any changes in their prediction
negligible.
The results presented here are consistent with mea-

surements performed using human-made accelerator
neutrino experiments [106–108]. At the same time,
these results are obtained using much higher energy
neutrinos, and are therefore insensitive to δCP, as well as
many of the cross-section uncertainties that are critical
to understand for accelerator neutrino experiments. Our
results are of similar precision to accelerator measure-
ments thanks to the enormous flux of neutrinos that are
provided by cosmic ray interactions, and also the ability
to constrain the oscillation valley across several distinct
bins in L/E. Our measurements therefore provide an
important, complementary probe of the parameters θ23
and Δm2

32 within the context of the global neutrino
oscillation landscape.
Further improvements to our oscillation measurements

are currently underway on three fronts. First, future
analyses of DeepCore data will start from the common
event sample described herein, and employ more complex
and resource-intensive reconstruction strategies in order to
retain more signal events, enhance the neutrino flavor
identification, and improve the directional and energy
resolutions for cascadelike events in particular [28].
Second, we continue to improve the accuracy of our
simulation by testing and including higher order effects,
such as direct simulation of the hole ice and the shadow
that the cable casts on the modules, which are becoming
more relevant as our statistical precision increases. Finally,
the IceCube Upgrade detector is planned for installa-
tion in 2025=26. This detector will serve as an in-fill to

the existing IceCube DeepCore array, and significantly
enhance our ability to detect and reconstruct GeV-scale
neutrino interactions [110]. With these improvements we
will continue to provide high precision measurements of
neutrino oscillations at the highest energies and over the
longest baselines.
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APPENDIX A: EVENT SELECTION CUTS

The full list of cuts used for the common event selection,
from Level 2 to Level 5, is given in Table VII. The
description of the algorithms is given in Sec. III.
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APPENDIX B: IMPACT OF SYSTEMATIC
UNCERTAINTIES

Figures 28–44 show the percent change in the expected
number of events in the analysis histogram when the value

FIG. 28. DOM optical efficiency.

FIG. 29. Hole ice p0.

TABLE VII. List of variables and cut values used for the
common DeepCore events election. The description of the
variables is given in Sec. III as well as in [26].

Cut name Keep events if

Targeting coincident events
Uncleaned t length <13000 ns
Cleaned t length <5000 ns

Targeting noise
NChannel cleaned > ¼ 6
Noise engine Pass
MicroCount >2
DC Fiducial hits >2
L4 noise classifier >0.85

Targeting muons
NAbove 200 <10
VertexGuess Z < − 120 m
Causal veto Hits <7
Veto/fiducial hits <1.5
C2HR6 >0.37
RTVeto (Nfid < 75) <4
RTVeto (75< Nfid< 100) <5
L4 muon classifier score >0.9
Vertex position in ρ <150 m
Vertex position in z −490 m< pz < −220 m
cosðΔθÞ (corridor-fit) ≤0.7 rad
Number of corridor hits ≤2

FIG. 30. Hole ice p1.

FIG. 31. Ice absorption.

FIG. 32. Ice scattering.

FIG. 33. Atm. flux Δγ.

FIG. 34. Atm. flux A-F parameters.
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FIG. 35. Atm. flux G parameter.

FIG. 36. Atm. flux H parameter.

FIG. 37. Atm. flux W parameter (Kþ).

FIG. 38. Atm. flux W parameter (K−).

FIG. 39. Atm. flux Y parameter.

FIG. 40. Axial mass CCQE.

FIG. 41. Axial mass RES.

FIG. 42. Deep inelastic scattering correction to CSMS.

FIG. 43. NC normalization.

FIG. 44. Atmospheric μ scale.
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of the nuisance parameters included in the study is changed.
Thevalues chosen for this depiction correspond to theþ1σ of
the posterior distributions of each parameter as obtained from
ensemble fits to pseudodata and therefore are representative
of the scale of the variations that the study is sensitive to.
For example, for Fig. 28 the DOM optical efficiency was
increased by 2%, which increases the expectation of number
of events by up to 6% in the highest energies of the mixed-
channel histogram, while simultaneously reducing the num-
ber of events by about 2% in the track histogram along the
region where neutrino oscillations lead to νμ disappearance.

APPENDIX C: DATA LONG-TERM STABILITY

We verified the stability of the data by studying the
compatibility of several variables across all years in the
study using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The observables
used to bin the data are shown in Fig. 45. Two selection
variables and one control variable are also shown in
Fig. 46. The L4 muon classifier score is of special
interest, since it was trained using a subset of data from
2014. As shown in Fig. 46, all of the years have a similar
behavior.

PID score

FIG. 45. Agreement between years for the reconstructed quantities used in the fit. Top panels show the distribution for every year,
compared with the average. Bottom panels display the Kolmogorov-Smirnov p-values calculated between each season of data.
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